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NEARLY SPHERICAL BODIES.
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The quantity a is the parameter of the strata, i.e. by its variation we pass from one stratum to another. Let the internal and external boundaries be defined by &=a0 and a = %. Let the density of any stratum be p—F(a).
Let the equation of the stratum be expanded in a series of
Laplace's functions, viz.        r = a(l 4-2Fn).....................(1).
The solid bounded by this surface may be regarded as a sphere of radius a, together with a stratum of surface density aSFn placed on its external boundary.
The potentials of this solid, regarded as homogeneous and of unit density, at an internal and an external point are respectively
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If we differentiate each of these with regard to a, we obtain the potentials of a stratum of unit density bounded by the surfaces whose parameters are a and a + da. The actual density of the stratum.is p = F(a)', if then we multiply the differential coefficients by p and integrate between the limits a = a0 and a = &1, the required potentials at an internal and external point are found r ( fJ           Y ' <r'n
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the limits of the integrals being a0 and ax.
We may also find the potential at any point of the solid defined by the value a = a of the parameter. In this case the point is external to the strata between a0 and a' and internal to those between a' and a^ The required potential V" is therefore the sum of the two expressions for V and V", the first between the limits a0 and a' and the second between a' and a^ The result
is
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where 2 implies summation for all the values of n which occur in the equation (1), r', 0', <£' are the coordinates of the attracted point P, Yn is a known function of ff, <£', a', and p is a function of a.

